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PASTOR’S MESSAGE 
 

  
Almost a whole month at Warner, and I feel         
like I’m drinking out of a fire hose! There is so           
much activity percolating. I am particularly      
excited about worship opportunities that are      
right around the corner, including worship      
with Ken-Gar, World Communion and All      
Saints Day. And before you know it, we will         
be observing Advent – stay tuned for more        
occasions to join in joyful worship at Warner!        
You will not want to miss any of these         

opportunities to delight in worship as a community of faith. 
 
As for me, I am grateful for the opportunity to walk with you during              
this final phase of your pastor search. The Pastor Nominating          
Committee is in full swing preparing to discern who God is calling to             
be your next pastor. I know it is a long process, and it probably              
seems tedious at this point; but this community has done remarkable           
work in preparation. Your participation in the CAT (Church         
Assessment Tool), your community meetings and one-on-one       
conversations will go a long way in guiding the PNC and Leadership            
in the days ahead. You have much to be proud of at Warner. I hope               
you know that. 
 
As for me, most of you have caught on that I am a “Noo Yawker.” I                
was born in Manhattan; when I was still an infant we moved to             
Brooklyn; in grammar school, we moved to the Bronx and as a young             
adult I lived mostly in Queens and Manhattan. I was a law firm             
administrator, and when the firm asked me to open an office in            
Southern California, I jumped at the chance. That was an interesting           
five years. I moved back east when I married my Prince Charming,            
Richard, on December 31, 1994. [If you know anyone contemplating          
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a New Year’s Eve wedding, tell them to STOP IT! New Year’s Eve is a               
great day to have your own party. It is a miserable day to try and go                
out for a quiet, romantic dinner.] 
 
I notice, also, Warnerites love to gather around food for fellowship.           
I’ve managed to get down to visit with you a few times, and some of               
you have noticed that I don’t sit down and eat. Just so you know, I               
am gluten and dairy intolerant, so I’m pretty careful about what I            
eat. AND, since last November I have changed my eating habits. I            
have lost almost 35 lbs. (I still have 1.2 pounds to go. For once I               
would like to get to the goal weight.) All this makes me a somewhat              
persnickety eater. I’ve struggled with weight since I was a teenager           
and I’m done with it. So, as much as I appreciate all the delectable              
goodies you prepare, I most likely will not be nibbling on them. 
 
What else would you like to know? Do you have questions,           
theological or otherwise that you would like to see addressed? Leave           
a note in my box or send me an email to pastor@LBraunstein.us and             
I’ll do my best to answer your questions. 
 
Peace and blessings to you all! 
 
Pastor Leslianne 
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UPCOMING WORSHIP HIGHLIGHTS 
 

● World Communion Sunday (October 6th) with a visiting vocal       
group, The Voices of Christ the King, from Christ the King PC, a             
Ghanaian Presbyterian Church that meets at Berwyn PC. 
  

● A particularly moving worship on the first Sunday in November        
for All Saints Day – a time to celebrate all saints – both those              
living examples of faith who hold us up and encourage, and           
those who have gone before  us leaving a legacy to emulate. 

 
 

 
 
STEWARDSHIP 

October is “Stewardship month.” Our theme this year is “Practice          
Generosity,” which aligns with Rev. Braunstein’s sermon series on         
“What Disciples Do.” Pledge Sunday will be November 3, All Saints           
Day. Please watch for your pledge cards in the mail and stay tuned             
for more information. Our pledges of time, talent and treasure make           
it possible for Warner to continue providing our outstanding         
programs, missions and projects. Thank you! 
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CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 
 
Encountering Suffering 
38 Then the Lord answered Job out of the whirlwind: […] 4 “Where             
were you when I laid the foundation of the earth? Tell me, if you have               
understanding. […] 33 Do you know the ordinances of the heavens?           
Can you establish their rule on the earth? (Job 38:1,4,33) 
 
God asks Job rhetorical questions in the midst of his time of great             
suffering, when he lost almost everything: suffering for which we          
cannot adequately provide an account. The questioning by God is          
lengthy and in two parts: Job responds to part one acknowledging           
the inadequacy of his speech, saying: “I lay my hand on my mouth”             
(40:4); after another round of divine questioning, he states         
acceptance of God’s omnipotent ways: “I know that you can do all            
things, and that no purpose of yours can be thwarted” (42:2). He            
repents in “dust and ashes” (42:6). A NRSV section title neatly           
summarizes the conclusion: “Job’s fortunes are restored twofold.” 
 
By all accounts, Job was righteous – and wealthy too. Why did he             
suffer and lose almost everything? We can ask God. When we do, be             
mindful of another lesson from Job: God does not answer questions           
on demand, on our timetable. “Why do you hide your face, and            
count me as your enemy,” Job asks God (13:24). God’s questioning           
response was not made known to Job even during an extended           
series of ‘bad takes’ by his three friends who erringly sought to use             
Job’s suffering as evidence of his wrongdoing (32:3). 
 
God’s repeated (rhetorical) questioning of Job emphasizes the        
inadequacies of our capacity for total understanding. While suffering         
remains a question answerable only by God, what becomes clear to           
us is that we are not God. 
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Like Job in his time of suffering, we cannot provide the final            
theological account of why we suffer in the world today. Yet, while            
our suffering does not excuse attempts to justify ourselves against          
God – whose ways surpass our understanding – the fact of suffering            
does not justify ambivalence to the suffering of others. We are to            
speak truth to one another (cf. Ephesians 4:25). Let Christ be our            
guide, as he chose neither to avoid suffering nor silence regarding           
the suffering of others – consider Jesus’s arrest. 
 
In 1990 our denomination declared “its serious concern” that climate          
change “represents one of the most serious global environmental         
challenges to the health, security, and stability of human life and           
natural ecosystems” (Restoring Creation for Ecology and Justice).        
The first energy policy of the PC(USA) was released in 1981 (The            
Power to Speak Truth to Power). Its thrust was to call for a             
transition to renewable energy and justice in regard to the          
distribution of “power.” Yet, the original energy policy of 1981 was           
silent regarding the link of fossil fuels and climate change - despite            
this link being established since before the 20th century (Hayhoe,          
2016). The now popular recognition that our fossil fuel usage is “a            
large scale geophysical experiment of a kind that could not have           
happened in the past nor be reproduced in the future” was           
pronounced in 1957 with a call to observe its consequences (Revell &            
Suess, 1957). Further, in a 1977 paper commenting on that call to            
observation, others warned of “the greater need to anticipate the          
consequences of this process well enough in advance to keep them           
within acceptable limits. The urgency stems from the uncontrolled         
manner in which this experiment is being conducted” (Baes et al.           
1977). Perhaps the church considered it sufficient in 1981 to call for a             
transition to renewable energy without addressing climate change        
explicitly. Yet, the urgency of the climate crisis that is so clear today             
was also clear in the 80s. Part of telling the truth to each other about               
climate change today is to confess our silence as a denomination in            
the past. We also must tell the truth about the abuse of power of              
fossil fuel companies which were likely sowing seeds of doubt about           
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climate since the same year the church was silent about it in its             
energy policy (UCSa): There is now clear documentation publicly         
available that shows that fossil fuel companies have engaged in a           
“coordinated campaign of deception” regarding climate change; the        
Union of Concerned Scientists links this ongoing effort to the web of            
deception spun by the Tobacco industry to obscure the linkage          
between smoking and cancer (UCSb). The 1990 statement of our          
denomination proclaimed broadly, yet accurately: “If we have been         
managers or beneficiaries of modern economic development, we        
may confess that habits of carelessness, motivations of greed, and          
corruptions of power have stood in the way of tilling carefully and            
sharing fairly” (Restoring Creation for Ecology and Justice). 
 
A 2018 statement of the denomination calls “upon the whole church           
to raise a prophetic voice regarding the urgency of healing the           
climate of the earth, our home and God’s gift for the future of all life,               
human and nonhuman” (The Earth is the Lord’s). Let us lead by            
example as a church that - like Job -         
must practice repentance. Where we     
seek to justify ourselves against God      
when we encounter a time of      
suffering – like Job – let us lay our         
hands on our mouths. But where we       
can reduce or prevent the suffering      
of others by changing our energy      
choices and our investments in the      
energy sector, let us speak. With God’s grace, let us act! 

 
Dave Grace, C.E. Director 
 

 
Photo Credit: USFWS / Ann and Tony Hough, National Elk Refuge volunteers 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/51986662@N05/15526714247/ 
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COMMISSION TO THE COMMUNITY 
 
Making Peace Our Business 
 

 
 
Beginning on World Communication Sunday, and continuing       
throughout October, Warner will once again participate in PC(USA)’s         
Peace & Global Witness Offering. Every year our denomination         
provides us with this opportunity to join with other Presbyterians in           
efforts to assist our brothers and sisters here and around the world            
who are struggling and in need of “nurturing reconciliation.” It also           
provides us with an incentive to examine ways that we can celebrate            
our calling to be peacemakers anywhere peace seems to be in short            
supply. 
 
A very good place to start exploring what is required of a            
peacemaker is to examine the scripture passage which appears on          
the bulletin inserts, on the designated envelopes in the pews, and on            
the poster displayed on the Commission to the Community Bulletin          
board, located across from the church office. 
 

Peace at all times in all ways - 2 Thessalonians 3:16 
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We can identify with the Thessalonians, who were wrestling with the           
difference between their expectations for immediate results from        
their efforts, and the reality that God’s time frame is not the same as              
ours. They needed, as do we, to accept that patience and           
steadfastness will eventually, with God’s help, be rewarded. 
 
At the end of the month, 50% of the offering will be sent to PC (USA)                
and 25% will go to joint council collaboration with other          
congregations in the area to support peacemaking in our region.          
This year, all of the 25% of the P&GW offering that remains with our              
congregation will be sent to support The Family Tree, an award           
winning non-profit organization, located in Baltimore, which serves        
families throughout Maryland and is “dedicated to providing proven         
solutions to prevent child abuse and neglect.” They provide         
parenting classes, home visits, counseling, and a 24 hour Parenting          
HelpLine: 800-243-7337 available to parents and/or caregivers,       
possibly in a crisis situation, who need a caring and knowledgeable           
person to talk to immediately. To learn more, visit them on the web             
at https://familytreemd.org/. 
 
Please accept this invitation to renew your commitment to         
peacemaking by making a generous contribution to the P&GW         
offering. Checks should be made out to WMPC, and have P&GW           
written on the subject line. 
 

Now may the Lord of peace . . . 
give you peace at all times in all ways. 

 
Thank you, 
 
Ina Rae Kramer 
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Farming at a “Witches’ Camp” 

 
Ruth Brown, whom we support in Ghana, has        
sent us news of a project that she is excited          
about. In northern Ghana many people practice       
traditional religions, which include belief in      
witches and wizards. When someone in a       
village dies, a diviner may be brought in to give          
the cause of death. Often a person is blamed         
for using witchcraft to cause the deceased       

person’s sickness and death. Sometimes three or four people then          
carry the corpse above their heads from house to house, and the            
corpse “points” to the killer. The accused witch is then beaten and            
threatened, and must quickly flee the town. 
 
The town of Gnani has a special stone, a shrine from generations            
past, with a history as a place of refuge. Today, more than 300             
accused witches and wizards live in the       
camp in Gnani; many of the men bring        
their families, but over 50 women have       
no one with them. 
 
A Ghanaian Presbyterian pastor, Rev.     
Gladys Lariba, has developed a special      
mission to that camp, especially the      
women. She says, “We visit the women       
every day. We learn their stories. We       
hear their wailing and sit with them in        
their tears when they first arrive. We       
have Bible lessons in the camp. A       
Baptist minister holds church services     
in the camp. Many have been      
baptized.” 
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Their work goes beyond mere comfort. With the women of the           
church she goes to the towns of the accused, and meets first with             
the town’s elders, then with the family members. They work to           
restore communication between the adult children and their        
accused parents. It is often possible to re-establish the home in           
another location relatively close to the families’ town. “Many         
children have been willing to move their homes in order to bring            
their mothers back from the camp to live with the family.” 
 
Ruth visits the Gnani camp for at least three days every month. This             
June she listened to farmers there — 14 men and 14 women. (Some             
are shown below weeding beans.) “We have to ask local farmers to            
use their land. All of our own land is back in our towns, but we               
cannot return to farm there. We cannot depend on the same piece            
of land each year, so we may not have enough information to be             

able to rotate the crops.”     
When these farmers from    
within the camp were told     
that leaders in one of the      
Ghanaian Presbyterian  
churches are planning ways    
to help them produce a more      
plentiful harvest, they all    
agreed that they would    
donate a portion of their     
harvest to provide food for     
the 50+ women in the camp      

who have no family members providing food for them. 
 
The Ghanaian church has applied for a grant from the Presbyterian           
Women’s annual Thank Offering, and the Warner Presbyterian        
Women have written a letter endorsing this request. 
 
Cory Atwood 
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BUILDING & GROUNDS 
 

Only One Workday!  
Please come to Fall Workday on Saturday,       
October 12 from 8:30-2:00. We are hoping for a         
good turnout and good weather. Two projects       
on the list are working in the rain gardens and          
sanding & sealing the wooden climber on the        
playground. There will be projects inside too,       
like cleaning, inspecting, and organizing. Come      
for an hour or all day; there will be lunch          

provided. This time the LCYC parents will not be joining us; instead            
we will be inviting folks from the groups who use our building. For             
more information, contact June Eakin. 
 
Photo Credit: G. Peeples / USFWS 

 
Attention - Warner is Establishing a Nut-Free Zone! 
 
This year, several students enrolled in the Learning Center for Young           
Children (LCYC) have severe nut allergies. To provide a safe          
environment for our students, the hallway on the lowest floor from           
the Social Hall to the Calvert Street exit has been designated a            
“nut-free” zone. Everyone should refrain from bringing any ground         
nuts (e.g., peanuts) or tree nuts (e.g., walnuts, pecans, cashews,          
etc.) into that hallway, including the restrooms and classrooms in          
that hallway. Persons who have eaten or handled ground nuts or           
tree nuts or products derived from such nuts should ensure that           
they wash their hands before entering that hallway, either in the           
kitchen or upstairs restrooms. We have updated our Building policies          
and notified other users. 
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Presbyterian Women are back in earnest, with events throughout         
the fall. We hope you will find some of our activities of interest, and              
mark your calendar to join us for fellowship and friendship. 
 
Fall Retreat Is Almost Here! 

Saturday, October 5, is the date for our        
Warner Memorial Presbyterian   
Women’s Fall Retreat at the beautiful      
Claggett Center in Germantown, MD.     
The day starts at 9 am, includes lunch        
and access to the beautiful grounds,      
and ends at 4 pm. We are planning        
some very interesting activities ranging     

from a dialogue on cultural diversity to Presbyterian Perspective on          
the Trinity, and of course, Worship.  
 
For your GPS’s - The Claggett Center is at 3035 Buckeystown Pike,            
Adamstown MD 21710. Transportation and carpools will be arranged         
from Warner too. For more information please contact Marilynn         
Victory or Lena Aspiras. 
 
Joy Circle Bible Study 
Joy Circle continues on Tuesday, October 8 at 7:30 in the WMPC            
Library 
 
PW Book Club 
PW Book Club continues with the second book of this year, The            
Library Book by Susan Orlean. All who are interested can meet on            
Tuesday, October 29, at 7:30 in the WMPC library. On Friday,           
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November 22, we will discuss Born a Crime: Stories From a South            
African Childhood by Trevor Noah. 
 
Holiday Wreaths For Sale 
The Warner Presbyterian Women are again offering fresh green         
Holiday Wreaths for purchase. Together with the Rainforest Alliance         
and the University of Minnesota, the Rainforest to Rainforest         
program is one rainforest (Pacific Northwest) helping another        
(Central America). The Christmas greens are grown, wild and natural,          
at the base of Mount St. Helens and all of the products are produced              
by hand in Washington state. The project raises funds for the           
communities living in the Maya Biosphere Reserve, the same place          
that provides our palms in Lent, and the sales also support Warner            
PW. Two styles are offered: 22” Fresh Nobel Wreath with Red Bow            
or 22” Decorated Mixed Wreath, either for $25.  
 

 
Orders must be placed by Monday, Oct. 28 and delivery is soon after             
November 23. Enjoy a lovely and fragrant wreath at home, office, for            
a friend or neighbor. Pick up a brochure to learn more about the             
Rainforest to Rainforest project and the wreaths. Fill out the order           
form on the PW Bulletin Board near the office or at Fellowship Hour.             
Payment to Presbyterian Women WMPC is appreciated with your         
order.  

 
Annual Meeting 
The Annual Meeting of PW will be held on November 17 after            
worship. All women in the congregation are invited to attend. 
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Books to Prisons 
Books to Prisons meets to read letters and        
send book requests to inmates around the       
country. Join us for this activity Saturday,       
October 26, at the Foundry United      
Methodist Church in NW DC and for lunch        
afterwards. Please contact Lena Aspiras or      
JoEllen LaPrade if you have questions or are        
interested in attending. 
 

In addition to sending books to individual prisoners, DC Books to           
Prisons also supports book clubs in several prisons around the          
country. It's a real privilege for inmates to be able to gather in the              
same room to discuss the same book. DC Books to Prisons           
occasionally posts a list of the latest books needed for clubs on its             
social media sites ("@B2Pdc" on Twitter, "DC Books to Prisons" on           
Facebook). The latest list appears on the following page. 
 
For book clubs, either new or used (in good condition) hard cover/            
paperbacks are accepted. These books have to meet the usual prison           
guidelines, meaning only minimal writing/highlighting inside, and no        
water damage or mold. If you have any of the titles below that you              
are willing to part with in order to support a prison book club, please              
place them in the Books to Prisons basket outside the CE office. You             
never know the influence a book might have on a person's life.            
Thanks for your support. 
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WARNER PEOPLE 
 
  

 
 

October 

2 Henri Ali Bresee 
6 Ben Bresee 
8 Phil Och 
17 Carolyn Hollis 
19 Kathy Locher 
21 Mark Bocchetti 
23 Lisa Smeallie 
25 Jim Bresee 
28 Natalie Thompson, Harry Trout 
29 Kelsey Moody, Ila Trautvetter 
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Warner Memorial Presbyterian Church 

10123 Connecticut Avenue 

Kensington, MD 20895 

301-949-2900 

FAX 301-933-7704 

Home Page: http://www.warnermemorial.org 

Interim Pastor: Rev. Leslieanne Braunstein 

Director of Christian Education: Dave Grace 

Director of Music: Peter Smeallie 

Organist: Sungho Paik 

Learning Center for Young Children: Rana Oriolo 

301-949-2933 

Office Manager/Administrative Assistant: Dina Bickel 

Sunday Morning Preschool/Nursery Aide: Shervonne Johnson 

Warner Weekly: outreach@warnermemorial.org 

Warner MEMO: memo@warnermemorial.org 
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